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Chapterr  6 

Non-Catalyzedd Hydration of Ethylene 
AA Combination of Born-Oppenheimer  Dynamics and 

\ \ 
Transitionn Interface Sampling 

Wee applied the new method of transition interface sampling in combina-
tionn with Born-Oppenheimer dynamics on the direct gas-phase hydration 
off  ethylene. This method is an improvement of the original transition path 
sampling,, that is designed for the calculation of rate constants for systems 
forr which transition state theory does not work. The direct hydration of 
ethylenee implies the breaking of the ethylene double bond and the water 
OHH bond making the reaction barrier high. The sampled paths show very 
differentt behavior and seldomly cross the barrier via the saddle point of the 
potentiall  energy surface. 

6.11 Introductio n 

Thee direct hydration /dehydration reaction between ethylene and ethanol 
withoutt a catalyst can occur under extreme conditions. Experimental mea-
surementss and theoretical calculations show that ethanol dehydrates into 
ethylenee and water, when it is strongly chemically activated [118,119] or vi-
brationall  excited by a laser [120,121,123]. Park et al have calculated rate 
constantss in the temperature range of 700-2500 K by very accurate ab initio 
methodss within the context of transition state theory [122]. However, if the 

lrrhiss chapter is based on work in progress, to be published as a letter: Titus S. van 
Erp,, Evert Jan Meijer, "Non-Catalyzed Hydration of Ethylene. A Combination of Born-
Oppenheimerr Dynamics and Transition Interface Sampling" 
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systemm has many saddle points and temperatures are high, it is very uncer-
tainn that the transition state theory is accurate. To overcome these problems 
Chandlerr and co-workers proposed the transition path sampling method 
(TPS)) [164]. Transition interface sampling (TIS) improves strongly the effi-
ciencyy of TPS and it is conceptually more transparent as it needs only one 
typee of Monte-Carlo (MC) move [174]. The TPS method uses two types of 
MCC moves, the shooting and shifting move. The TIS method uses only an 
adaptedd shooting moves at which the path length is variable. This allows 
too reduce the number of integration steps to the strict minimum. Shifting 
movess are redundant in the TIS sampling method. Besides a more effi-
cientt calculation of the rate constant, the analysis of the sampled paths of 
thee TIS algorithm, yields more useful information about the reaction me-
chanismm than TPS [174]. Geissler et al successfully applied the path samp-
lingg technique in combination with the Car-Parrinello (CP) method for the 
protonn transfer in a small water cluster [141] and for the autoionization in 
liquidd water [142]. With the same techniques, Ensing and Baerends have 
studiedd reaction paths for the chemical reaction between iron(II) and hydro-
genn peroxide in aqueous solution [175], Here we apply the TIS sampling 
techniquee to the hydration reaction of ethylene in combination with Born-
Oppenheimerr Molecular Dynamics (MD). 

6.22 Theory and Methods 

Thee basic concept of TIS theory is that besides stable definitions for A and 
BB also overall states A and B are introduced as indication of the reactant 
andd product state. A particle is no longer assigned to one state on basis of 
itss instantaneous position, but on its position in the past. Using these state 
definitionss the TIS rate constant no longer depends on time. This means in 
practicee that the path length of the sampled paths can be limited to the strict 
minimum.. The TIS expression for the rate constant is: 

(MO)MQ) )) <«^) ... , 
kABkAB ~ VÏÏ  "  1M~ i=1 W"*/*^  ( ] 

Thee last part of Eq. 6.1 allows the computational calculation for rare events 
inn a similar way as in umbrella sampling. The expression consists of the 
fluxx ($A,\O) I ( 'M)

 o ut °f stable region A times the product of the condi-
tionall  probabilities yi{i &)  These are the probabilities for a particle 

comingg from A to cross interface A; given that it has crossed interface A»_i 
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Figuree 6.1: Left:illustration of the two order parameters OC and OH. Right:all 89 
sampledd paths projected in the OC-OH square. Ai is the interface, Ao and A2 are 
thee boundaries of stable state A: (ethylene+water) and B: (ethanol) respectively. 
Thee large black dot at the corner of interface Ai is the true transition state, the 
smalll  black dots represents the highest potential energy points (the barrier crossing 
points)) for these paths. 

before.. We calculated this conditional probability for one interface between 
thee stable states. The definitions of the stable states and interface, depending 
onn two order parameters (the distances O-C and O-H), are given in Fig. 6.1. 

Ass the dynamics involves large fluctuations in the electron density due 
too the bond breaking and forming, we used the BO dynamics method of 
thee CPMD package [35]. We did not use the 'on the fly ' Car-Parrinello (CP) 
algorithm,, that was not stable under these conditions. The time step was 
0.733 fs and after each 5 time steps the algorithm checked if the system has 
reachedd either A or B. Each path was accepted according to the Metropo-
li ss MC algorithm. Temperature of the Boltzman-weights was 1000 K. After 
eachh shooting move we continued the BO dynamics at a constant energy 
alongg the path. 

6.33 Results and Conclusion 

Fromm a total of 387 shooting moves we collected 89 different paths with the 
conditionn of starting in A and crossing the interface Ai at least once. We 
foundd a value 82 % for the conditional probability to reach B. In Fig. 6.1 
thesee 89 paths are projected in the {O-C, O-H}  plane. The small dots indicate 
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Figuree 6.2: Four very different pathways taken from Fig. 6.1. The small dots are 
thee same as in Fig. 6.1. The large dot indicates the highest potential energy point 
off  the given path. The potential and kinetic energy at this barrier crossing point are 
alsoo given for these four paths. 

thee potential maximum barrier height for each path (for a better view see 
Figg 6.2 where these points are also depicted). As we see, most path cross 
thee barrier at a point not closely to the transition state (the large dot at the 
cornerr of the interface Ai), that is the saddle point (60.1 kcal/mol). Fig. 6.2 
showss four typical, but very different pathways from Fig. 6.1. The big dot 
indicatess the point of barrier crossing of the corresponding path. The barrier 
heightt and the kinetic energy at this point are also given in Fig. 6.2. 

Additionall  interface ensemble calculations with interfaces closer to re-
gionn A are needed complete the rate constant calculation with the TIS me-
thod.. However, we can already draw the conclusion that the pathways of 
thiss system and with this temperature have very different character and sel-
domlyy reaches their highest potential energy close to the transition state. 
Thiss implies that rate constants are not reliable when calculated within the 
contextt of transition state theory. 


